Dear Editor:

I just don't like that name "NUGGS," it could be made fun of, I suggest.

Jocelyn Allbright's courage in coming out with a new and unique plan while price of college makes me wonder that he or she be a Tech man, and doubly proud to be a member of Jocelyn's class. No wonder Industry just isn't proud, he says he can't come run his business. We have it, make it work about it. We are the future, and I would go so far as to say the here and now top men of America.

Every man at Tech knows that holding classes is a joke. Who goes in then? Besides the professor, of course NUGGS study for the Fall. What would study for them if he was weak enough to want to? I had the only distinction of living in each of the three dormitories and I can say in all sincerity that there isn't a night when a man could study in any one of them. It doesn't take the freshmen long, these days to deat out why they are here, either. One or two night rides and a few rare beer bashes make about the larger issues and no time he is in on the parties that are really worthwhile.

Let's stop taking pot shots at the obvious such as rotten food, ridiculous house rules, and the old "come harvest." Why the other night all they offered for dinner was three courses, plus all the other necessities. It is just as important for the larger ones at stake. What about the results of quiz or school nights? (1) Would you prefer drastic. Also, since the classes vary, the results are not quite as they would like to have answered. (2) What would you prefer, the results being a number of students. It is just as important for the results, that saving money by selling the beer be (3) What does serving oleo, they should certainly be considered. The fact that no such fund has been offered to any group or any individual in the student body has determined me not to join the NUGGS as soon as we just formed. I tell you that with class, excuses, no place for my snug "new" boy, no choice to talk privately in my own room with my date after we're locked in week ends, and all those kind of troubles, I, for one, am in no mood to spread a damn affair. But if you roll with just plain old yellow green unless I get paid for it. Looks like some people think a man comes to Tech to be a big wheel some day, and being a member at least of what ward to being a big wheel some day, I would want to join his National Society.

Very truly yours,
MORGAN HATCHOL

---

Dear Editor:

If the Institute is saving money by selling the beer, they should certainly be considered. The fact that no such fund has been offered to any group or any individual in the student body has determined me not to join the NUGGS as soon as we just formed. I tell you that with class, excuses, no place for my snug "new" boy, no choice to talk privately in my own room with my date after we're locked in week ends, and all those kind of troubles, I, for one, am in no mood to spread a damn affair. But if you roll with just plain old yellow green unless I get paid for it. Looks like some people think a man comes to Tech to be a big wheel some day, and being a member at least of what ward to being a big wheel some day, I would want to join his National Society.

Very truly yours,
MORGAN HATCHOL

---

N. U. G. G. S.

Dear Editor:

The proposal to discard Field Day at Tech is gaining considerable momentum on the campus. Its main objection seems to be that instead of building up class spirit it is only accomplishing the opposite and building up hatred between the freshmen and Sophomores. Even though this is not the intention, the aftermath has proven that such is the case.

However in reviewing the situation there are two separate segments to be considered. One, the fraternity and two, the dorms. In the dormitories raids and midnight rides can happen any time a group denies itself a large part of the student body presides there and for the most part are only organized in small numbers. At the fraternity, for the most part, there are restrictions governing the nights in which such events take place. These nights do not generally fall on the night of school nights so the results are not quite as drastic. Also, since the classes are limited in size, such saturday tends to integrate the followers which is important in a fraternity.

The possibility of formulating an All Tech weekend, including sports events between all classes and an All Tech dance with a band to follow has been proposed.

The decision to disband Field Day and to replace it by an All Tech Weekend of some sort is a big one, and one which should be decided with the help of a large number of students.

The Field Day Investigating Committee would welcome any and all suggestions bearing on the subject. Questions that they would like to have answered are: (1) Would you prefer the continuation of Field Day or the start of some sort of an All Tech Weekend or a combination of the two and why? (2) Old suggestions for your choice above, i.e., sporting events, type of dance you would prefer, etc. (3) Are you in favor of the glove and why, and what are your opinions on pre-Field Day hangings. General remarks and suggestions are most welcome; they will count a great deal in the final decisions.

Sincerely,
BERT BRAGG

---

Page Four

---

Field Day Investigation

Dear Editor:

If the Institute is saving money by selling beer, they should certainly be considered. The fact that no such fund has been offered to any group or any individual in the student body has determined me not to join the NUGGS as soon as they just formed. I tell you that with class, excuses, no place for my snug "new" boy, no choice to talk privately in my own room with my date after we're locked in week ends, and all those kind of troubles, I, for one, am in no mood to spread a damn affair. But if you roll with just plain old yellow green unless I get paid for it. Looks like some people think a man comes to Tech to be a big wheel some day, and being a member at least of what ward to being a big wheel some day, I would want to join his National Society.

Very truly yours,
MORGAN HATCHOL

---

Schaefer rings the bell—

with the light, dry brew that has character, too

There's an interesting reason why the new Schaefer beer is ringing the bell with beer lovers everywhere. It's the reason why we think it will ring the bell with you, too.

You see, the Schaefer brewers have finally succeeded in creating a beer that gives you all the distinctive, pleasing characteristics of the famous old German brews—yet is light and dry, too! This means you can enjoy Schaefer beer has always given, without a trace of heaviness or sweetness. Today's Schaefer is brewed from the finest barley malt, grain and hops. It's brewed with all the skill and pride of America's oldest lager beer brewhouse. It's real beer—pure beer.

Try today's Schaefer soon. We believe it is the finest beer America has yet produced. See if you don't agree with us.

make it clear...make it Schaefer

---

FOOTBALL TICKETS

Tickets for the annual Boston College-Tech football game, scheduled for Saturday, November 29th, may be obtained from T.C.A. up until Friday at 12 p.m. Prices range from $1.00 to $3.00.

The F. M. Schaefer Brewing Co., New York